Roller Blinds & Sunscreens

The world’s most admired window coverings
Beauty is in the details
Luxaflex® has been adding style and sophistication to New Zealand windows since the 1950’s.

Our design heritage is founded on innovation for today and tomorrow while taking care to celebrate the beauty in the details. To us, form and function are synonymous. Consistently pushing the boundaries, we are proud to be the market-leaders in daylight regulation and solar heat control solutions.
Roller Blinds & Sunscreens

Screen the sun, filter the light or create darkness. Luxaflex® Roller Blinds can be whatever you need them to be. It means you can unify your home with one style of window covering, yet every room can receive the individual treatment it requires. And because Roller Blinds are sleek and simple, they can complement almost any interior theme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beautiful simplicity</th>
<th>Interior designers love roller blinds. Their simple elegance is compatible with almost any type of interior, helping to create the perfect backdrop for art and furniture. They also support end-to-end design unity, because it’s easy to specify exactly the right kind of shade for every room.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fabric variety</td>
<td>Luxaflex® roller blind fabrics are designed to suit your light, glare, heat and privacy needs, with a range of low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) textiles for those sensitive to the smell of fabrics. Many fabrics are Sanitized® treated – for optimal hygiene and treated with DURAGUARD® Fabric Protector to repel most stain-causing agents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child safety</td>
<td>Child safety is a critical issue. We have addressed this concern with specific safety devices, such as child-safe tensioner devices to eliminate the risk of accidental entanglement from control chains. Or alternatively, upgrade to automation which is cordless, enhancing child safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard-to-reach windows</td>
<td>If you have an atrium or foyer window that’s way beyond your reach, an automated roller blind is an ideal child safe solution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Luxaflex — Roller Blinds & Sunscreens

**Fabric Options**

- **Blockout**
  Choose a blockout fabric if you want room darkening and privacy in bedrooms or living areas. Available in a range of monochromatic shades and contemporary textures.

- **Light Filtering**
  A smart choice if you want light and privacy at the same time. Light filtering fabrics are available in a range of opacities, colours and textures.

- **Sunscreen**
  Sunscreens shade the sun, while also offering daytime privacy. Sunscreen fabrics deliver both visibility and protection from harmful UV.

**Finishing**

- **Two shades in one**
  The Luxaflex® twin bracket system allows you to combine the functionality of two different roller blinds in one window so you can have daytime screening or filtering and night-time privacy.

- **Headbox and Fascia options**
  For shades fitted above window frames, or inside the reveal, a sleek Headbox or matching Fascia System in a range of colours can be used to conceal the roller and mechanism.

- **Bottom rail**
  The bottom rail is a design feature that you can tailor to your tastes. There’s a choice of three shapes and eight colours: White, Black, Ivory, Pearl Bronze, Anodised Silver, Dune, Bone and Barley.

- **Linked blind system**
  The Linked Roller Blind System lets you operate Blinds with the one control. It’s ideal for wide areas, such as Sliding and Bi-Folding doors.

**Operating Systems**

- **Manual operation**
  Manual control options include the classic standard chain drive or a chainless spring motor.

- **Automation**
  Luxaflex® Roller Blinds can be automated so you can raise or lower your window coverings with the touch of a button, voice control or smart phone.
Luxaflex® Roller Blinds with Qmotion® Technology were designed with a focus on reducing the total cost of motorisation for the homeowner. It is the only super quiet battery operated blind on the market that offers batteries inside the roller tube — making it the ideal retrofit solution as it does not require an electrician and costly wiring.

The result, a perfectly balanced roller blind system using an integrated battery-powered motor to operate the blind quietly and seamlessly. Qmotion® Technology offers a level of integrated motorisation never before seen, being the first of its kind in the window covering industry.

**Control made easy**
In addition to standard Remote Control operation Qmotion® can also be operated via a mobile device (Q-sync add on required) or manually by lightly pulling on the Bottom Rail.

**Dual operating function**
Qmotion® Technology roller blinds feature a unique dual-operating function. The roller blind will operate with or without a wireless remote controller.

**Impressive battery performance**
The power source is via D cell Alkaline (regular off the shelf) batteries. Additional Qmotion® Technology improves the sleep time of the inbuilt radio (RF) receiver, so that battery life lasts up to 3 years* of operation.

**Wireless**
The D cell batteries are stored inside the roller tube and are accessible by pulling down on the shade fabric to reveal the exposed extrusion (and battery cut out) to replace batteries. Best of all, the blind does not need to be removed from the window to do this.

*Based on 4 movements per day on a blind 1.8m x 2.4m
Somfy® Automation

Somfy® automation is the only motorisation option from Luxaflex® allowing you to connect multiple products in and around the home using the one remote control or phone application. With hard-wired and wireless rechargeable battery motor options, Somfy® allows you to control your blinds via remote control, home automation, phone/tablet application or even voice control, ensuring there is an operating option that will work for every customer.

**Trusted name in motorisation**

Somfy® offer a range of Sonesse ultra quiet motors. Sonesse motors use patented technology to dampen noise and vibration to deliver a new standard in acoustic control. The Sonesse range is available in both wired technology and RTS radio technology motors.

**Wire-free**

Somfy® Wire-free motors allow you to retrofit your roller blinds without the requirement of a direct power source. With a rechargeable battery option, charging these when required becomes easy and simple.

**Somfy® Connexoon**

The perfect option for anyone to connect and control their blinds using Smartphones, Tablets or iPad. Connexoon gives you the freedom to control your blinds from anywhere Wi-Fi is available. Control of up to 20 products or 20 groups of products, with the ability to set products on a timed event and create scenarios!

**Voice Control**

Control blinds the easy way - using your voice. Program your blinds for the convenience of operating these with a simple command using Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant along with other device options.